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California Court of Appeal Issues Important Decision on Underground Regulations
By Damien M. Schiff
On Monday, the California 3rd District Court of Appeal issued a groundbreaking published decision under
the California Administrative Procedure Act (APA). In California Association for Recreational Fishing (CARF)
v. Department of Fish & Wildlife, the court held illegal several department mitigation measures governing
fish stocking in California waters.1 Specifically, the court held that the mitigation measures—crafted as part
of an environmental impact report governing all of the department’s fish stocking and related permitting
activities—violated the APA’s prohibition on underground regulations. Although the case arises within
the context of fish stocking regulation, the decision’s interpretation of the APA will affect administrative
practice throughout a state where broadly applicable policies and procedures are frequently imposed on
the regulated public with no notice or opportunity for comment.

Background on California Fish Stocking
The California Fish and Game Code authorizes the department to issue permits for the stocking of fish in
private and public waters throughout the state. Under the department’s regulations, a stocking permit
must be issued once the department has determined that the proposed stocking will be consistent with
the department’s fisheries management plans and will avoid the introduction of diseased or parasitized
fish into the state’s waters.
The department also operates the Fishing in the City program. Under that program, the department
contracts with private aquaculture firms to stock public lakes and ponds in urban areas. The program has
been successful at affording city residents, especially inner-city youth, with angling opportunities.
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The Fish Hatchery Environmental Impact Report
Following an environmentalist lawsuit under the California Environmental Quality Act, the department
produced its Fish Hatchery Environmental Impact Report. Although focusing principally on assessing the
environmental impacts of the department’s own fish hatcheries, the report also analyzed the impacts of the
Fishing in the City and private stocking programs. The department then proposed several mitigation measures
for these programs, including the three that formed the basis for the CARF lawsuit. Mitigation Measures BIO-226
and BIO-233b required that, prior to authorizing the stocking of fish under the Fishing in the City or private fish
stocking program, a department biologist would have to determine whether the stocking would substantially
affect any “decision species” (a list of several dozen species chosen by the department, about half of which
receive no special protection under federal or state law). If the stocking would have such an impact, then the
permit would have to be denied. Mitigation Measure BIO-229 provided that vendors to the Fishing in the
City program had to monitor their stock for invasive species and submit quarterly reports to the department.

The Underground Regulation Lawsuit
In 2011, CARF—a nonprofit organization representing the interests of fish vendors, private fish stockers and
fishermen—filed suit challenging the those mitigation measures. The lawsuit argued that the measures were
underground regulations, i.e., broadly applicable rules that were not adopted pursuant to the rigorous noticeand-comment procedures of the APA. The department prevailed in the trial court, and CARF appealed. Before
the 3rd District Court of Appeal, the department defended on the grounds that the mitigation measures were
exempt from the APA. Specifically, the department argued that BIO-226 was exempt because it relates wholly
to the department’s “internal management.” BIO-229 and BIO-233b were exempt, argued the department,
because they represented “the only legally tenable interpretation” of the department’s permitting regulations.
The court of appeal rejected each of these arguments. The court determined that BIO-226 was not exempt
as an internal management rule because the mitigation measure would effectively determine which public
lakes and ponds would be stocked. For that reason, the measure would “significantly affect[] numerous
citizens, both those who run established fish stocking businesses and those, especially children, who enjoy
participating in the Fishing in the City program.” The court also rejected the department’s “only legally
tenable interpretation” defense. That defense failed with BIO-229 because no provision of law requires
the particular monitoring and reporting regime that BIO-229 mandated. Similarly, the defense failed with
BIO-233b because nothing in the department’s existing permitting regulations mandates the particular
“decision species” protocol that BIO-233b established.

The Impacts of CARF
The court of appeal’s decision in CARF will have important impacts not just on the recreational fishing
industry, but also on all citizens who may be subject to the regulatory jurisdiction of California administrative
agencies. The decision establishes the critical proposition that an agency cannot escape the APA’s stringent
rulemaking standards through an expansive understanding of what constitutes “internal management” or
through a narrow understanding of what existing law may authorize. Thus, the decision will give regulated
entities a powerful litigation tool to contest agency practices and procedures that have not been subject
to notice and comment under the APA.
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